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1. INTRODUCTION 
The computation of the small number of eigenvalues with largest 
(smallest) real or imaginary parts and the associated eigenvectors of a large 
unsymmetric matrix arises in a large number of disciplines of science and 
engineering, e.g. [2, 3, 11, 171. A ma or class of methods for solving this kind j 
of problem is orthogonal projection methods, such as Amoldi’s method [l, 
151. The merit of Amoldi’s method is that the only action of the matrix in 
question is to form matrix-vector products. Considerable efforts have been 
made to develop acceleration techniques for Amoldi’s method and its variants 
since the 1980s both in theory and in algorithms, e.g. [6-8, 10, 13-15, 17, 
191. Saad [15, 161 considered the convergence theory of Amoldi’s method for 
real simple eigenvalues and the eigenvalue with largest real part and the 
corresponding eigenvector, and proposed its iterative version and other 
variants. In [7] the convergence analysis of the method was extended to 
complex eigenvalues when the matrix A is diagonalizable. The results show 
that the distances between normalized eigenvectors and a Krylov subspace 
tend to zero with increasing dimension m of the Krylov subspace, usually first 
for the eigenvalues with largest and smallest real parts. They can be very 
small even for m +z N, the order of A, if the distribution of the eigenvalues 
of A is favorable and the eigenvalue problem of A is not ill conditioned. 
However, they have not established a priori theoretical error bounds for 
eigenvectors. Recently, the convergence theory of Arnoldi’s method was 
investigated in [8, lo] for a general defective matrix, in which a priori 
theoretical error bounds for eigenvectors are given and bounds for eigenval- 
ues have been refined. The results there have shown that the approximate 
eigenvectors or Ritz vectors obtained by orthogonal projection methods 
including Amoldi’s method cannot be guaranteed to converge in theory even 
if the approximate eigenvalues or Ritz values do, unless the projection 
subspace is the whole N-dimensional space. Therefore, the iterative Amoldi 
algorithm and its variants may not be efficient for computing eigenvectors, 
even though it can be good for extracting a few selected eigenvalues. 
In order to circumvent the potential danger of Amoldi’s method that Ritz 
vectors may not converge when Ritz values do, we present a new strategy in 
this paper that can theoretically guarantee the convergence of refined approx- 
imate eigenvectors, which are usually different from Ritz vectors, and we 
propose new algorithms using Amoldi’s process. The key idea of the new 
strategy is that after computing Ritz values by Amoldi’s method, we choose a 
refined approximate eigenvector in the Krylov subspace involved which 
minimizes the norm of the residual formed with the Ritz value. It can be 
computed by a small-sized singular-value decomposition (SVD). 
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In Section 2 we introduce some notation used and Amoldi’s process and 
method, as well as a priori theoretical error bounds for eigenvectors; in 
Section 3 we propose the new strategy for computing r selected eigenvalues 
and the associated eigenvectors based on Amoldi’s process. We prove that 
this new strategy can guarantee the convergence of refined approximate 
eigenvalues if Ritz values do, and then we present two new algorithms, 
followed by some practical considerations. We then report some numerical 
experiments in Section 4. They show that the new algorithms are considerably 
more efficient than their counterparts, the iterative Arnoldi and Arnoldi- 
Chebyshev algorithms. 
2. ARNOLD13 PROCESS AND METHOD 
2.1. Notation 
Let A be an N X N real diagonalizable matrix with eigenpairs Aj, q,, 
where llqjll = 1, j = 1,2,. . . , N. Here the norm used is the Euclidean norm. 
Assume that the eigenvalues of A are simple. For a nonzero vector u, let 
qJV1’ A) denote the Krylov subspace spanned by c , , Av, , . . . , A”’ ’ t; , , and 
q, the orthogonal projector on q,,(z),, A). 
We denote by C” the vector space of dimension rn, by e(u,3&(z;,, A)) 
the acute angle between a nonzero vector 11 and &,,(2;, , A), defined by 
f3(z~,Z~(z),, A)) = arcsin 
IIV - %,>4 
111111 
by an asterisk the conjugate transpose of a matrix or vector, and by an overbar 
the complex conjugate of a vector or scalar. Let Qk be the set of all 
polynomials of degree at most k, and 5 the spectral projectors associated 
with AI, j = 1,2,. . . , N. Let a,,,(X) and a,,,,(X) be the largest and 
smallest singular values of a matrix X, respectively, and K(X) = 
q,,,,(X)/a,,,(X). We are concerned with a few, say r, eigenvalues A, with 
largest real or imaginary parts and the corresponding eigenvectors vi, where 
i = 1,2,..., r and r << N. 
2.2. Arnoldi’s Process and Method 
Given an initial vector vi of norm one, if computations are performed in 
exact arithmetic, then Amoldi’s process generates successively an orthonor- 
ma1 basis (~~1;” of the Krylov subspace Zm(o,, A). In this basis, the restriction 
of the linear operator A,,, = q,, AT,,, to qn(o,, A) is represented by an 
m X m upper Hessenberg matrix H,,, with the entries hii. Amoldi’s process 
4 
can be written in matrix form 
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(2) 
or 
AV,,, = Vm+$i,,, (3) 
where the matrices V, = (v,, oa,. . . , uk), k = m, m + 1; e, is the mth 
coordinate vector of dimension m; and H,,, is the (m + 1) X m upper 
Hessenberg matrix which is the same as H, except for an additional row 
whose only nonzero entry is h,, 1 m in the (m + 1, m> position. It follows 
immediately from (2) that H, = V,*AV,,. 
Let A$“), yi”), i = 1,2,. . . , m, denote the eigenpairs of H,. Then 
Amoldi’s method uses A$“‘), called the Ritz values of A in Xm( or, A), to 
approximate hi, and the corresponding eigenvectors vi are approximated by 
p!“’ = v, yp, (4) 
which are called the Ritz vectors of A in Xm(ul, A). 
How good approximations are can be usually measured in terms of an a 
posterior? bound, that is, 
I[( A - h$“‘Z)cpj”‘ll = h m+lm I43”‘I~ (5) 
Equation (5) can be used for a stopping criterion which checks cheaply the 
accuracy of residuals without computing cp,!“’ explicitly by (4). 
One of the most essential issues we are concerned with is how Ritz pairs 
A$“‘), (pjm) converge to Ai, pi as m increases. Regarding pi”‘, the following 
theorem is proved in [8, lo]. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that A,,, is diagonalizable and has s distinct 
eigenvalues Aj”) m in 37 ( vl, A). Let Pj(“) denote the spectral projectors 
associated with the distinct A$“), let di m = minj + i I hi - Aj”‘l and y, = 
’ IIT, A( Z - ~,)ll, and define the matrix 
Xjrn) = z ( Pl’“‘cp,, . . . ) Pic_njqJ. Z’ ‘,‘+“I Pi > . P,(“)cp,) 
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Then 
ant p,‘vfl)cpi/jl p,‘“‘)cp, 1) = q!““. Then 
sin O( cp, , cp,““‘) 
i 
inf 
< 1+ 
,) diag. K ( x(““D) (1 + 11 pj”?) ‘y,,, 
(I 
sin o(cPi>qr,(u,, A)). (7) 
I, ,,L 
If A is ,symrnetric, then 
(8) 
REMAHKS. 
1. Theorem 1 holds for nil orthogonal projection methods, e.g. the 
subspace iteration method and Davidson’s method [18], provided that we 
replace the Krylov subspace &L(~l, A) by the appropriate subspace and r,,, 
by the orthogonal projector on a given subspace. The reason is that its proof 
only requires a given method to be an orthogonal projection method and has 
no restriction on the choice of the subspace. 
2. Assume that ]](I - 75,,)pi]l is small. Then the following relation holds 
essentially [8, 101: 
It means that A$“” converges to A, provided that ll(Z - T,,,)c++]~ tends to zero 
and I]Pi(‘“)ll is uniformly bounded in m. 
Mathematically speaking, (8) shows that if A is symmetric and 
sin O((~~,jlY;,~,,(zj,, A)), which by (1) equals the distance ll(Z - 7r,,,)qil] between 
‘pi and Xn,(v,, A), tends to zero, then (p!m) converges to pi, since y,,, is 
bounded by ]I A]1 for all m < N, though the quality of c+$“” also depends on 
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the gap di, m. In this case Amoldi’s method reduces to the symmetric Lanczos 
method and H,,, is a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. Unfortunately, when A is 
unsymmetric, it cannot be guaranteed in theory that inf, diag. K(X!“‘D) is 
uniformly bounded in m even if IIZ’i(m)ll is. From (9) we see’ that if 
inf o diag, K(X{~)D) goes to infinity then the right hand side of (7) does not 
necessarily approach zero even if sin 8(~,, B&(oi, A)) tends to zero and Ai”) 
converges to Ai. The only exception is sin 0( ‘pi, zm( vi, A)) = 0 and thus 
sin 13( qi, cp!“‘) = 0. It is trivial, since it usually occurs when m = N; in this 
case 7rITN = Z and “/N = 0. Note that bounds of (7) are attainable whenever 
they are not bigger than one. Therefore, Theorem 1 shows that ~0,‘“) may not 
converge even if Ai (m) does. A simple example is constructed in [8, lo], where 
the eigenvalue problem of A is well conditioned but that of A,,, is arbitrudy 
ill-conditioned. 
Saad [15, 161 p roves the following result: Assume that ui = CJy’_ 1 (YJCP~ 
and oi z 0, and define vi = Cj + i 1 crj l/l ai I. Then 
ll(‘- Tm)(Pill G Vi min max IP( 
pEQm-,, p(A,)=l j+i 
Therefore, how ll(Z - Q)~~II -+ 0 and A\“’ + hi depends on the above 
minimax problem. In terms of (9) A(im) converges to Ai provided that IlPi(““)ll 
is uniformly bounded in m and the right hand side of (10) tends to zero with 
increasing m. 
A convergence analysis is presented in [7, 9, 15, 161 for the above 
minimax problem, and some upper bounds have been derived for the 
minimum occurring in (10). They show that it approaches zero with increas- 
ing m, usually first for the eigenvalues with largest and smallest real parts. It 
can be very small even for m -K N if the distribution of the eigenvalues of A 
is favorable. However, they also show that if the eigenvector matrix of A is ill 
conditioned and the required eigenvalues Ai are clustered, then lKZ - ~~)cp,ll 
could be small only for a relatively large m. Note that sin 8(~,, v!~)) > 
sin e((~~,&,(ui, A)). Then q~i(~) IS surely a bad approximation to vi if 
sin ~Z(CP,,~~(V,, A)) is not small. Therefore, sin O((pi&,(ui, A)) + 0 is a 
necessary condition for cp!“’ + pi, and if sin O(~i,~~(u’l, A)) does not 
converge to zero, then the residual norm ll( A - A$")Z)qj")ll does not tend to 
zero either. 
To save primary storage and computation, the iterative Amoldi algorithm 
and its variants are used in practice, that is, m is fmed at a suitable value and 
Amoldi’s method is restarted with a new initial vector or, where ui is a 
proper combination of the Ritz vectors which are used to approximate the 
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required eigenvectors; e.g. [6, 15, 17, 191. I n order to improve the efficiency 
of the iterative Arnoldi algorithm, some acceleration techniques have been 
exploited, e.g. [6, 17, 191. 
The idea of the iterative version is to expect that a new initial vector G, 
will contain more and more information on the required eigenvectors pi. that 
is, it amplifies the expansion coefficients 1 a, 1 and at the same time damps 
those in the directions of the unwanted eigenvectors, and ]](Z - rr?,,)(p,ll thus 
becomes smaller and smaller as the iteration proceeds. It will approximately 
consist of the required eigenvectors when the iterative Amoldi algorithm 
converges. In terms of Theorem 1, we can see that Amoldi type algorithms 
may either not converge or converge very irregularly, since if at some 
iteration inf r1 d,aR, K( X,‘““D) is very large, then p/“‘) may not provide any 
useful information on pi even though ll(Z - n,,)q, ll is very small and Al”” 
converges to hi, so that in the next iteration the new initial vector u , is bad in 
the direction of ‘pi, that is, Iail is small. Therefore, ll(A - h\‘“‘Z)cp,‘““ll can 
oscillate sharply during the iteration and might never be within a prescribed 
accuracy, except usually for m = A’. 
Theorem 1 suggests that we seek new strategies which can theoretically 
guarantee the convergence of eigenvectors if Ritz vralues do. This motivates 
the following strategy and algorithms. 
0. NEW STRATEGY, CONVERGENCE 
3.1. Nezc; Strategy and Convergence 
In terms of the previous analysis, rather 
AND ALGORITHMS 
than using Ritz vectors (p” a$ 
1 L 
approximate eigenvectors, for each A\“” we now seek a unit norm vector 
zlj”‘) E z,,(c,, A) satisfying the condition 
and use it to approximate ‘pi. Here we call u!“‘) refined approximate 
eigenvectors corresponding to hi. 
REMARK. If A$?‘, = AI’“), it is easy to see from (11) that u{y), = ,I”‘) and 
thus IKA - A~‘;‘lZ)~$;“\ll = ll(~ - A~““f)u{n)ll, as A is real. 
It is obvious that the residual norms of Al”‘), u!“‘) are at least as small as 
those of A$‘“), ‘pi (m). The following result shows that this new strategy can 
indeed guarantee the convergence of u$“’ if At”‘) -+ A,. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that v1 = C,y= 1 ffjpj and q # 0, and let S = 
(cp,, pz,..., (~~1 and 
Then 
JAi - AyQJ + &‘“’ min ‘lax ( P(h,)l). (I21 
p~Q,,z_,> p(A,)=l j+i 
Proof. For any unit norm vector u E X”,(v, , A), we have u = 
q(A)v,/llq(A)v,II, where 9 E Q,,- ,. Therefore, 
Now, on one hand, we can get 
On the other hand, we have 
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Combining the above two relations gives 
< K(S) min 
c/tQ,. I 
< K(S) min 
‘I ??0,. , ~~,MO 
mm Ia’1 14CAj)l 
‘I E or,. I 
c I Aj - AI”” I J ~ 
.I + ’ I4 IY(4)l 
( Ai - Ai”‘)I + [i(“‘) min may 
(IEQ~,,~ I i+i 
Let p(z) = 9(z)/9(A,). Then p(A,) = 1. We thus get 
II( A - A~““Z)u(““II 
which proves the assertion. ??
REMARKS. 
I. If the initial vector pi is a linear combination of precisely m eigen- 
vectors, say 2;, = Cj?t , aj 4, then Arnoldi’s process is known to break down, 
i.e. h ,n + I I,! = 0, at step m, with V,,, forming an orthonormal basis for the 
invariant subspace spanned by these eigenvectors. From the proof of 
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Theorem 2, it is easily seen in this case that 
min 
PEQ 
max I P(*j)l. 
p~Q~,~-,,p(h~)=l j=l,2 ,..., m,j+i 
Therefore, the above minimum is zero provided that we take a polynomial 
p E Q,,,_ i with the roots Aj, j = 1,2, . . . , m, j f i, and the normalization 
p(Ai> = 1. The right hand side of (12) is thus zero, and A$nL), u$“‘, i= 
1,2,. . . ) m, are m exact eigenpairs of A. We point out that in this case 
77, = c I” ~= i, j + i 1 aj/l ai 1 in (10). Therefore, if 1 ail, i = m + 1, . . . , N, is very 
small, then the right hand sides of (10) and (12) will be small. 
2. All JAj”‘)l Q 11 All in m. Thus & (“‘) is uniformly bounded in m. 
According to (9) and (lo), we see from the above remarks that the right 
hand side of (12) goes to zero if A$“” + hi with increasing m, which means 
that u!“*) approximates vi with increasing m; e.g. [S, p. 3461. Therefore, this 
new strategy can overcome the danger that Arnoldi’s method itself possesses. 
However, we should remind the reader that how rapidly the right hand side 
of (12) converges to zero also depends on K(S). The larger K(S) is, the more 
slowly it tends to zero usually. Therefore, this theorem does not imply that 
1K A - A(i’r’)Z)~~“L)(J tends to zero as rapidly as Aj”“) converges to hi. We can 
have Il( A - A~m)Z)uj”‘)ll + 0 and Al”” -+ hi for a large enough m if the 
required eigenvalues are clustered or S is ill conditioned. 
The above remarks and statements suggest that if we replace Ritz vectors 
q!“) by refined ui (m) and compute a few selected eigenpairs, then (as in 
A’moldi’s method) we usually have to restart the refined Amoldi method in 
practice. Suppose we want to compute selected Ai, vi, i = 1,2,. . . , r. Then, 
for a suitable m, if some A!nL), u!““, which are supposed to approximate the 
required eigenpairs, have not achieved a prescribed accuracy, we restart the 
refined Amoldi method with a new initial vector oi. It is a proper combina- 
tion of the ul”‘, and we expect that it will amplify 1 ail, i = 1,2, . . . , r, and at 
the same time damp I cq 1, j = r + 1, . . . , N, and it will approximately consist 
of vi, i = 1,2 ,..., r, when the refined iterative Amoldi method converges. 
Now we show how to compute ur”” and provide some stopping criteria. 
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THEOREM 3. Let the zi”‘) be the right singular vectors of E?,,, - hy”“i 
associated with umin( fi,,, - A$‘“)i). Then the following relations hold: 
(14) 
= Jll( H, - ~j”‘l)~j’“‘ll~ + hf,+ 1 ,,1 IezLzif7f’12 . (15) 
where iis the same as the identity matrix Z except for an additional zero row. 
Zf Arnoldi’s process breaks down, i.e. h,,,+ , ,,, = 0, then ui”” = c+$“” = q, 
and Ai”’ = hi, i = 1,2,. . . , m. 
Proof. Since V, and V,,, + 1 are orthonormal, it follows from (11) and (3) 
that 
I[( A - Ai”‘z)4”‘II = ,,_,,=yin c’” [I( A - AY”z)v,,,= II - >E 
min 
ll;ll=l, ZEC’” 
II( H,,, - Ayi) z II 
= II(H, - Aj"'z-);;""II 
which shows the assertions (13)~(15). 
If h 111+ I m = 0, we have from (2) 
II( A - ~$~)z)cp,!“‘)ll = 0, j = 1,2, . . . . m. 
Thus, A$“‘) = Ai and q~!~) = rp,, i = 1,2,. . . , m. 
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On the other hand, if h,, 1 m = 0, then it is clear from (11) that 
0 </I( A - Ai”‘)l)@‘)ll <I/( A - hl”‘l)rpf”)[[ = 0. 
Therefore, A$“) = Ai and ui”’ = cp. i = 1’ 1,2 ,...,m. w 
This theorem shows that the refined Amoldi methods will be the same as 
Arnoldi’s method if Amoldi’s process breaks down. Meanwhile, (14) and (15) 
can be used for stopping criteria which are very cheap: (14) does not involve 
any extra cost, while (15) only requires about O(m’) flops. 
3.2. Algorithms 
Based on the above new strategy and Alnoldi’s process, we can present 
the following 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
ALGORITHM 1 (The refined iterative algorithm based on Amcldi’s process). 
Start: Given the number r of the required eigenpairs, the steps m of 
Arnoldi’s process, and a tolerance t 01, choose a real initial vector ur of 
norm one. 
Perform m steps of Arnoldi’s process, and construct the upper Hessen- 
berg matrix H,,, as well as V ,,,. 
Compute the eigenvahres Aj”‘), j = 1,2,. . . , m, of H,,. Then select r 
Ritz values A$‘“) as approximations to the desired eigenvalues Ai, i = 
1,2, . . . , r. 
If h n1 + 1 ,,I = 0 take Ritz vectors cp!“’ ) as approximations to pi and stop, 
else take ZL$~‘) in (13) as approximations to pi, i = 1,2,. . . , r, and 
calculate the residual normals of AI”‘, u!“‘, by (14), i = 1,2,. . . , r. If 
they are all below tol, then stop, else continue. 
Construct a new initial vector or of norm one from u!~‘), i = 1,2, . . . , r, 
and then return to step 2. 
For step 5, we suggest the following combination adapted from Saad [15]: 
= V,,, I/( A - A$")Z)u~")ll Re zl”“, 
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where /3 is a normalizing factor. The resulting U, is a real vector, so that step 
2 of Algorithm 1 is always performed in real arithmetic. For more details on 
such a choice, refer to [I5]. 
As was pointed out previously, Algorithm 1 mav converge quit? slo~vl~ 
when some of the eigenvalues to bc computed are clustered or the eigcn- 
vector matrix S of A is ill conditioned. In order to improve the o\,erall 
performance of Algorithm 1 and accelerate the convergence. when compllt- 
ing a few eigenvalues with largest (smallest) real parts and the associatc4 
rligenvectors, we propose to use it in conjunction with the> Chc4,\ she\, 
iteration adapted from [6, 171. 
AI,GOKITHM 2 (The refined iterative algorithm with the Ch&ysl~c~ 
acceleration). 
1. 
9 -2. 
n. 
4. 
3. 
6. 
Start: Given the number r of the required eigcnpairs. the steps /)i 01‘ 
Amoldi’s process, and the steps IL of Chebyshe\, iteration as DY~I as ;L 
tolerance t ol, choose a real initial vector u , of norm one. 
Perform 111 steps of Arnoldi’s process, and construct the upper E Iw~Y- 
berg matrix H,7, as well as V,,,. 
Compute the eigenvahles hi”‘), j = 1, 2, . . . , ~1, of H,,,. Then s&ct Al”” 
with largest real parts as approximations to the desired eigenvalues A, 1 
i = I,2 ,..., r. 
If h ,,1 + I ,,l = 0, take cp,‘“~’ , . AS approximations to qi and stop, clsc~ take rll”” 
in (13) as approximations to cpi, i = 1, 2, . . . , r, and calculate the rcsidllal 
norms of h\““, u{‘~) by (14, i = 1, 2, . . . r. If tlirv are all belo\%, t 0 L. 
then stop, else continue. 
Generate an initial vector for the Chebyshev iteration trom II)“‘). i = 
I,2 ,..., r. 
Perform n steps of the Chebyshev iteration to obtain a vector s,,. takcl 
Cl = :.,,/(/u,,jl, and th en return to step 2. 
For details on steps 5-6, we refer to [6, 1’71, where it is only nt’cess;in~ to 
replace r/l’ “I’ and (pI(“l) by ~1”‘) and uj”‘), r = 1, 2, . . . , r. respectively. Notch 
that the resulting E, at step 6 is real. Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is thus perfornre~d 
in real arithmetic. 
3.3. Practical Considerations 
In practice, exact breakdowns are rare, but near-breakdowns are possible. 
If h k+ , , < to1 for some k < m, then from (5) it can be shown that all the 
eigenvalues hi (k) of H, are good approximations to some of the eigenvalues ot 
A and Ritz vectors p!k’ are also good approximations to the corresponding 
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eigenvectors of A provided that the eigenproblem of A is not too ill- 
conditioned, e.g. [5, p. 3461. In such a case, instead of Algorithms 1 and 2, we 
use the iterative Amoldi and Amoldi-Chebyshev algorithms, respectively, 
since they are cheaper per iteration. 
Using (14) as a stopping criterion, we can avoid computing uirn), i= 
1,2, . . . ) r, explicitly before the desired accuracy is attained. We thus only 
compute 2~:“’ = V,.zim) until the convergence occurs. 
A final note on step 4 of Algorithms 1 and 2. The complex eigenvalues of 
H,, must come in conjugate pairs, since H, are real. As was seen earlier, if - 
,$y)1 = A$“) then uif;‘, = Zii”) and I]( A - h$“)Z)uim)]] = ]K A - h$‘f’,Z)uI’;‘,]]. 
Therefore, for a complex conjugate pair of Ritz values, we only need to 
compute one SVD. It is thus only necessary to compute the eigenvalues of 
H, and at most r small sized SVDs. In comparison with the iterative Amoldi 
algorithm, in which the eigenproblem of H, is solved only once per iteration, 
our algorithms are more expensive. However, this is negligible compared with 
the overall cost, since the main cost is the construction of the basis vectors 
{vj);” by Arnoldi’s process, which needs about 0(N2m + Nm2) flops. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
We have tested Algorithms 1 and 2, the iterative Amoldi algorithm, and 
the iterative Amoldi-Chebyshev algorithm using Matlab 4.1 on a DECstation 
5000/33 with the machine precision eps = 2.22 X 10-16. To overcome the 
loss of orthogonality of the vectors vi, we used the Gram-Schmidt method 
with iterative refinement [4] in Amoldi’s process, where we took the parame- 
ter 7) = 0.6. We found that one step of iterative refinement was sufficient for 
computing each vj, j = 1,2,. . . , m. In the experiments, we used the function 
sparse in Matlab 4.1 to save the matrix in question, so that only the 
nonzero entries of the matrix enter the computation of matrix-vector 
products. 
EXAMPLE 1. This is a commonly used test example [2, 15, 191. Consider 
the convection-diffusion differential equation 
-Au(x, y) + pu, = hu( x, y) 
on a square region [O, l] X [O, 11 with the boundary condition U(X, y) = 0. 
Taking p = 1 and discretizing with centered differences yields the block 
tridiagonal matrix A(n) = tri( -I, B,, -I>, where B, = tri(b, 4, a), 12 is the 
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chosen number of interior mesh points on each side of the square, and 
(1 = -1 + 1/2(n + 0, b = -1 - 1/2(n + 1). 
Algorithm 1 and the iterative Amoldi algorithm were run on the 900 X 900 
matrix A(301 obtained by taking n = 30. We wanted to compute the three 
eigenvalues with largest parts and the associated eigenvectors. Both algo- 
rithms were stopped as soon as all the residual norms of A$““, p,‘“” and 
Al”“, M{“‘), i = 1,2,3, were below to1 = lo-‘. They used the same initial 
vector o, generated randomly in a uniform distribution. Table 1 shows the 
results, where it denotes the number of iterations, CPU the CPU timings in 
seconds and CPU, the average CPU timings per iteration. 
It is seen from Table 1 that Algorithm 1 was much more efficient than the 
iterative Amoldi algorithm, both in the CPU timings and the number of 
iterations. When m = 60,70, the iterative Amoldi algorithm even failed to 
converge, while Algorithm 1 worked very well. We found that the iterative 
Arnoldi algorithm often exhibited ve?. irregular behavior, while Algorithm I 
converged quite smoothly. Figures l-2 depict the typical convergence curves 
of both algorithms for ~1 = 80, where the solid line, the dash-dot line, and 
thr dashed line indicate the convergence processes of hi, pi, i = 1,2,3. 
Below we report some results obtained by the Arnoldi-Chebyshev algo- 
rithm and Algorithm 2 for various in and n,., where n, is steps of the 
Chebyshev iteration. In the experiments, all the cl’s were the same, and the 
stopping requirement and the notation used were as before. Table 2 lists 
the results. 
TABLE 1 
EXAMPLE 1 USING THE ITERATIVE ARNOLDI ALGORITHM AND ALGORITHM 1" 
I)1 it 
Residual norms 
CPU CPU,, - 1 2 3 
Iterative Amoldi algorithm 
80 796 
90 30 
100 7 
37101 46.6 9.8E - 14 
1990 66.3 8.3E - 12 
618 88.3 ME - 12 
Algorithm 1 
5.9E - 9 6.6E - 9 
2.5E - 9 6.7E - 9 
1.1E - 9 1.4E - 10 
60 54 1639 30.3 1.8E - 12 6.4E - 9 6.4E - 9 
70 23 1033 44.9 3.8E - 11 1.7E - 9 1.7E - 9 
80 19 1059 55.7 5.4E - 14 1.2E - 9 1.3E - 9 
90 5 416 83.3 5.4E - 12 4.2E - 9 7.2E - 9 
100 3 289 96.3 2.9E - 11 2.4E - 9 1.7E - 9 
“A, = 7.97921847, AZ = 7.94854389, A,? = 7.94853970. 
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We can see from Table 2 that for Example 1 the Chebyshev iteration had 
a drastic effect on both the Amoldi-Chebyshev algorithm and Algorithm 2. As 
a result, the CPU timings and the number of iterations have been reduced 
considerably. For a fixed m, the larger n, is, the more rapidly both algo- 
rithms converged. However, Algorithm 2 was still much more efficient than 
the Arnoldi-Chebyshev algorithm in most cases. As before, the Amoldi- 
Chebyshev algorithm sometimes converged irregularly, while Algorithm 2 
converged quite smoothly. Figures 3-4 depict the convergence curves of 
both algorithms for m = 40, n,. = 50. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example is the Tolosa matrix from aerodynamics, 
related to the stability analysis of a model of an airplane in flight [2, 3, 131. 
The interesting modes of this system are described by complex eigenvalues 
whose imaginary parts lie in a frequency range chosen by engineers. We are 
interested in a few eigenvalues with largest imaginary parts and the associated 
eigenvectors. The matrix A here is sparse and highly nonnormal; it has order 
greater than or equal to 90, and N is always a multiple of 5. Since the 
eigenproblem of A is very ill conditioned, it can be very difficult to compute 
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a few eigenpairs of it. In the following experiments, we wanted to compute 
the three eigenvalues with largest imaginary parts and the associated eigen- 
vectors for N = 800,lOOO respectively. We required that Algorithm 1 and the 
iterative Amoldi algorithm be stopped as soon as residual norms of the 
wanted eigenpairs were below t 01 = lo- ‘j. Since the required eigenvalues 
are complex, we in fact got six eigenpairs, as A is real. Note that we cannot 
use the Chebyshev acceleration technique (i.e. Algorithm 2) here, because it 
can only be used to compute the eigenvalues with largest (or smallest) real 
parts [6, 171. Tables 3-4 report the results obtained, where 11. IIF denotes the 
Frobenius norm. 
It can be seen from Tables 3-4 that Algorithm 1 made great improve- 
ments on the iterative Amoldi algorithm, as shown by it and CPU. As in 
Example 1, Algorithm 1 converged considerably more smoothly than the 
iterative Amoldi’s algorithm. Only for quite large m, e.g. m = 80 when 
N = 800, was the iterative Amoldi algorithm comparable to Algorithm 1. For 
N = 800, we found that the iterative Amoldi algorithm with m = 50 used 
fewer iterations than that with m = 60; similar phenomena also occurred for 
N = 1000, e.g. when m = 60,70. Based on our theoretical analysis, this is not 
surprising, since a larger m does not necessarily give better Ritz vectors than 
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TABLE 2 
EXAMPLE 1 USING THE ARNOLDI-CHEBYSHEV ALGORITHM AND ALGORITHM 2 
Residual norm? 
m n, it CPU CPU, 1 2 3 
30 50 200 
30 80 6 
40 50 24 
40 80 5 
50 50 11 
50 80 5 
30 50 13 
30 80 5 
40 50 8 
40 80 4 
50 50 5 
50 50 4 
Amoldi-Chebyshev algorithm 
2010 10.5 n.c. 
69 11.4 7.2En.c: 14 3.2E - 9 
341 14.1 4.5E - 13 8.4E - 9 
107 20.1 1.6E - 14 3.4E - 10 
297 27.0 5.8E - 14 3.1E - 9 
173 34.6 6.1E - 14 2.3E - 9 
Algorithm 2 
146 11.2 1.8E - 14 1.7E - 10 
61 12.3 1.3E - 14 1.2E - 11 
109 13.6 6.E - 14 2.1E - 9 
83 20.9 2.6E - 13 6.7E - 9 
135 27.5 1.4E - 13 6.3E - 9 
145 36.2 3.9E - 14 6.7E - 9 
3.2;.” 9 
8.4E - 9 
3.4E - 10 
3.1E - 9 
2.4E - 9 
1.7E - 10 
1.2E - 11 
2.1E - 9 
6.8E - 9 
6.3E - 9 
6.8E - 9 
a Here n.c. denotes no convergence. 
a smaller m does, so that a new initial oi in the next iteration may not contain 
more information on the required eigenvectors. Figures 5-6 indicate the 
convergence curves of both algorithms for m = 70 when N = 1000. 
Some other experiments have been run. They have shown the superiority 
of Algorithms 1 and 2 over their original counterparts in many cases. We have 
also tested Algorithms 1 and 2 for some symmetric matrices, where the 
amount of computation was reduced considerably by the exploitation of 
symmetry, and we have found that the refined algorithms are often more 
efficient than the Lanczos and Lanszos-Chebyshev algorithms, in particular 
when the number of steps used, m, is small. 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The iterative Amoldi algorithm and its variants may not be efficient and 
even fail for computing the eigenvectors associated with a few selected 
eigenvalues. In order to solve this problem, we have proposed a new strategy 
that can theoretically guarantee the convergence of refined approximate 
eigenvectors. The numerical experiments have demonstrated that the refined 
algorithms are much more efficient than their original counterparts. 
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TABLE 3 
TOLOSA MATRY 
Residual norms 
m it CPU CPU” 1 2 3 
Iterative Amoldi algorithm 
40 2743 32272 
50 66 1457 
60 91 2454 
70 26 1064 
80 4 201 
11.8 4.9E - 8 4.1E - 7 5.8E - 7 
22.1 l.lE - 7 6.8E - 8 4.E - 7 
26.9 l.QE - 7 1.4E - 7 1.7E - 7 
40.9 2.1E - 10 2.7E - 9 7.9E - 9 
50.0 4.4E - 8 1.2E - 7 8.2E - 7 
Algorithm 1 
40 64 757 11.9 l.lE - 7 4.5E - 7 5.6E - 7 
50 28 719 25.7 4.4E -- 8 2.1E - 7 8.9E - 7 
60 15 499 33.3 3.8E - 9 5.8E - 7 2.2E - 7 
70 6 349 58.1 8.2E - 9 1.7E - 8 l.QE - 8 
80 4 268 66.9 6.3E - 10 4.5E - 9 1.4E - 8 
'N = 800, IIAA* - A*AIIF/jIAllF = 5.85E + 6; A, = -298.49015 + 956.50804i, 
A, = -294.60558 + 951.43237i, A3 = -290.74627 + 646.34381i 
TABLE 4 
TOLOSA MATRIX" 
Residual norms 
m it CPU CPU, 1 2 3 
Iterative Amoldi algorithm 
50 50 1038 
60 43 1217 
70 56 2365 
80 24 1496 
50 16 370 
60 14 476 
70 9 432 
80 8 596 
20.8 Q.QE - 8 9.4E - 7 8.2E - 7 
28.3 1.2E - 7 2.1E - 7 1.7E - 7 
42.3 3.2E - 9 l.lE - 8 l.E - 7 
62.3 94.E - 8 3.5E - 7 8.7E - 7 
Algorithm 1 
23.1 5.1E - 8 1.2E - 7 2.8E - 7 
34.0 7.7E - 7 7.5E - 8 3.9E - 7 
48.0 2.E - 9 8.4E - 8 6.2E - 8 
74.5 5.2E - 9 3.E - 8 1.5E - 7 
“N = 1000, IIM* - A*AjIF/IjAjIF = 1.63E + 6; A, - -370.55957 + 1185.43221, 
A, = -366.73886 + 1180.33835i, A, = -362.93769 + 1175.234491. 
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We want to point out that the strategy presented can be applied to other 
variants of Amoldi’s method as well, e.g. [13, 14, 191. Besides, its generaliza- 
tion to the block versions [9] should be successful. In fact, from a theoretical 
point of view, it could be used in general orthogonal projection methods, e.g. 
the subspace iteration method and Davidson’s method [18], for approximating 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, where Ritz vectors could be replaced by 
refined approximate eigenvectors. I believe that some similar strategies could 
be extended to the unsymmetric or biorthogonalization Lanczos algorithm 
[12]. All these topics are being investigated. 
This paper is based on part of my Ph.D. thesis [lo]. 1 thank my supervisor 
Professor L. Elsner for his constant guidance and discussions, and I am 
indebted to Professor A. Ruhe for some discussions while I was visiting him. 1 
am ve y grateful to the anonymous referee for his many valuable and 
stimulating suggestions that enabled me to greatly improve the presentation of 
this paper. 
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